March 11. Westminster. Protection, until Whitsunday, for Peter de Areys and Burengar Calderun of the kingdom of Aragon going to parts beyond the seas to further the king's business. By K. & C.

Mandate to keepers of ports on the coast to suffer them to pass through, and to take with them 60l. for their expenses and as many horses and grooms as shall be necessary, notwithstanding any mandate to the contrary.


March 7. Westminster. Licence for the alienation, until Whitsunday, for Peter de Areys and Burengar Calderun of the kingdom of Aragon going to parts beyond the seas to further the king's business. By K. & C.

Mandate to keepers of ports on the coast to suffer them to pass through, and to take with them 60l. for their expenses and as many horses and grooms as shall be necessary, notwithstanding any mandate to the contrary.
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